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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let (Q, 21, p) be a probability space and V be a topological vector space. 
A complex valued function f on Q x V, f: (CO, v) t-+ f(o, v) is called a 
random functional if.f( ., v) is a random variable for all v E V. In the papers 
[7, 6, 11, the spaces 9, X(M,,}, Y’{Mpj were taken to be V, and the 
random functional was considered as a mapping from Q to G8’, X’{M,,}, 
.Y’{M,}, respectively. Thus these random functionals are for any we&S 
continuous linear functionals on the spaces 9, X( M,}, and .4p{ M,}, 
respectively. Using the methods of functional analysis and the probability 
theory, in mentioned papers, representation theorems for corresponding 
random linear functions (rlf) were obtained. In [6] some examples of rlf 
were given as well. 

In this paper we shall give representation theorems for some new classes 
of random linear functionals; for V we shall take the testing functions 
spaces 9’,“‘p’(O) [2], and Exp .d [4]. An application of these results in 
solving stochastic evolution equations is given. 

2. FUNCTION SPACES 

We shall recall some basic definitions from [a]. Let L” be an open subset 
of ‘3” and K be a regular compact set in 0 in the sense of Whitney. This 
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means that K is a compact set in ‘3” with the following property: there 
exists c > 0 such that any two points x and y of any connected component 
L c K are joined by an arc in L of length less than or equal to c\x - yl. 
Throughout the paper K will always denote a regular compact set. Let M,, 
p~‘iR= (1, 2, . ..} b e a sequence of positive numbers such that 

(M.l) M%6Mpm,M,+, forpE’J1; 

04.2)’ M, + , <AfPM, for some A>0 and H>O,p~fl~=%u (0); 

W.3)’ C;=, M, ,/M, < a. 

Let C(K) be the space of continuous functions f on K supplied with the 
norm 

llfll C‘(K) = sup 1 If(x)1 1. 
YEK 

Let h >O. Denote by X, the space of infinitely differentiable (smooth) 
functions d with supp 4 c K such that 

and 

WI~VII C(K) 
Ml,, 

-+O as jlxl+co, (1) 

where %;f is the set of n-tuples of nonnegative integers tl= (u,, . . . . a,), 
1~11 = CI~ + + z,,, and D” = 8”‘/(8x;l . . . 3x2). The space X, is a Banach 
space. 

Spaces ~?9aC,~pj and 9 ‘Mp’(6) are defined as follows: 

9(KMp)= lim Xj - (see [2, pp. 44, 771). 
, + x 

9(“p)(0) = lim 9(/p), - 
KCC 

where l&r and ~IJ denote inductive and projective (topological) limits. 
Kc 0 means that K belongs to the family of regular compact subsets of 0 
with the union 0. There are many “good” properties of these spaces [2]; 
for example, these spaces are separable and complete. 

The strong dual of the space 9’“p’(0), (9(“p)(0))‘, is the space of 
Beurling ultradistributions. 

Denote by Y the space of sequences ( $2 ; a E ‘N;), from C(K) for which 
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(We enumerate the set ‘3; in the usual way. For example, %i is enumerated 
as follows: (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, l), (2, 0), (1, I), (0, 2), . ..). The space Y is a 
separable Banach space. 

Let dh, h > 0, be the mapping from X, into Y defined by 

Denote by 8,, the set C&(X,,) c Y. 

LEMMA 1. We have 

9$y;“p’ A x, t-f++ J?h A Y, 

where i, and i, are continuous inclusion mappings and d,, is an isometry. 

Proof. Let 4 E 9k”pl and I> h. We have 

h’“‘IlWll 
Ml,, 

C’K)~ (h/l)‘“’ Il4llx,-,O as (CIJ + x. 

This implies that i, is continuous. Other assertions trivially follow. 

3. RANDOM LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON 9'"p'(Lf) 

In the following theorem we shall use the ideas of the proof of [2, 
Theorem 8.11 and [ 1, Theorem 6.11. 

THEOREM 2. Let f he an rrf on f2 x 9 ‘Mp’(8). For every, regular, relatively 
compact open subset G of 0 and every E > 0 there exist B E ‘9I and finite ran- 
dom Radon measures v,(o, dx) on C(G), c( E %g, such that: 

(i) u(B)> 1 -E. 

(ii) For every w E B there are L > 0 and c > 0 such that 

llv,(w, dx)ll c,(G) < cL’“‘IM,,, > a E sn;l 

(iii) For every w E B and d E g(“p’(G) 

f(o, d)= 1 (D’v,(w dx)> d(x)>. 
1 t IJt;; 

(2) 

Moreover, for every CO E B the series in (2) converges to f (co,. ) in the sense qf 
strong topology in (9(“‘p’(G))‘. 
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Note that II IIC’(Gj denotes the dual norm in C’(G) and that in (2) D” is 
the distributional derivative. The pairing between an element from 
(93(“p’(G))’ and an element from gcMp)(G) is denoted by ( ., .). 

Proof: Since G is regular, relatively compact open subset of 6, the 
closure, G, is regular compact subset of 0. Denote G by K. Let f, be restric- 
tion of the function f to the set Q x 9k”p). fi is an rlf on 52 x 9jc”p). 

We shall show that f, can be represented in the form (2) in the strong 
topology of (~TP))‘. Since the inclusion mapping 9(“~‘(G) H 9(K”p) is the 
continuous one and so maps bounded sets into bounded sets, it follows 
that (2) holds in the strong topology of (9(“p’(G))‘. 

From the definition of the topological structure of 9L!“p) it follows that 
for any o~s2 there are c, >O andj(o)E% such that 

I”fi(~, $)I < GJll~llX,,,,,~ q5E9yp’. (3) 

As in [ 1, Theorem 6.11 we put 

and 

Since 9k”p) is separable, we have 

where /i is a dense denumerable subspace of 9(K”p). Thus, from 

O= rj A, and ANcAN+,, NE%, 
N=l 

we obtain that for a given E > 0 there exists r E ‘3 such that p(A,) 2 1 - E. If 
we put B = A,, we obtain that for any o E B and 4 E 9(KMp), 

Define on 9k”p), 
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We put 

We have 

So, S(w) is a measurable function and S(w) d r. 
9L”p’ is a subspace of X,. By the probabilistic Hahn-Banach theorem 

[3, Theorem 2, p. 11541 yI can be extended on A’, to be an rlf on Q x X,. 
We denote this extension by,f,. Then 

holds. 
Since the mapping d, is an isometry of X, onto zr (see Section 2), the 

mapping from 52 x f;, into the set of complex numbers C defined by 

(w ti,,, +-+“fZ(W 412 where $=dr-‘(($,)), 

is an rlf on Sz x 8,. Denote this rlf by F. We have 

F(w t&H =Sdw 4), w  E Q, 4 E x,, @,) = 44). 

By the probabilistic Hahn-Banach theorem F can be extended on Q x Y. 
Denote this extension by p F is an rlf such that 

IFb. (+,))I G ~(~)ll(~.)ll Y for every o E Q and every ($,) E Y. 

For every o E Sz, F((o, .) is a continuous linear functional on Y and 
therefore &CO,.) is of the form 

and 

where F,(o;), c1 E !Jl;, are continuous linear functionals on subspaces 
Y, c Y, a E %;, where 
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For every a~‘%; the space Y, is isometric to C(K). We shall denote by 
[d], the element from Y, that corresponds to 4 E C(K). Since F(o,.)( y,= 
F,(w,.), w E Q, it follows that F, are rlf on 52 x Y,, CI E %n;;, i.e., on Q x C(K). 

Now [ 1, Lemma 5.23 directly implies that for every c[ E !R;; there exists 
one and only one finite random Radon measure VJW, dx) such that 

FJw [$I,) = j, ~4x1 v,(o, dx), UEQ, II/EC(K). 

Thus, for WEB and ~E~L~P), 

where 

+ 
5,(0, dx) = - 

MIXI 
v,(w dx), 

and 

c II 
jlx(u, dx) M,,, ’ + I <co. 1 t \J11; C’(K) 

This implies (ii) and completes the proof. 

4. RANDOM LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON Qx ExpzZ 

The definition of the space Exp d is given in 141. Let I be an open inter- 
val in 93, L*(Z) a space of square integrable functions on I, 9 a linear 
differential self-adjoint operator of the form 
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where qx, k = 1, . . . . I! are nonnegative integers, 8,, k =O, . . . . v are smooth 
functions without zeros on I. Suppose that there exist a sequence of real 
numbers (;I,,; n E ‘J1,) and a sequence of smooth functions (+,,; n E 91,) such 
that 9+?$,, = A,,$,,, n E %,,. Furthermore, suppose that (1).,,1; n E 91,) is a non- 
decreasing sequence which tends to infinity and that ($,,; n E &,) forms an 
orthonormal base of L’(Z). We put 

;,, = if i.,, f 0, n E !I$,, 
if 1.,, = 0, n E !ll,,, 

and 

exp, ;i,, = e_xp(exp . . (exp Z,,) . ). 
I, 

For a given p E % the space Exp J$,, p is defined in [4] as the space of all 
4 E L2(!Q”), Q =’ C;==. a,,$,,, such that 

yJf$) = f la,,l’ (exp, i,,)‘P < x. 
,1 = 0 

(Here =’ means the equality in the sense of L’-norm.) The sequence 
(E~PJ$,,,; PE !lI) is a projective reduced compact sequence of Banach 
spaces (see [2, p. 331) so that 

is complete. The set of polynomials of the form x:;I = o (uk + ih,) t+bk, n E ‘No, 
where uk and b, are rational numbers, is a dense subspace of Exp d and of 
Exp dp, p 3 p~‘$Jl. This means that Exp d and Exp A$, ,,, PE !N are 
separable, We note that Exp d is a dense subspace of the spaces exp, .d 
which are studied in [S]. 

Iff is an rlf on 52 x Exp d, then for any fixed o E R, f(w, ) is an element 
of (Exp &‘)‘. Thus, it is of the form 

i.e., 

f(w,.) = f b,,(w) $,,, 
,I = 0 

f(w d) = f bn(o)($,, d>t ~$~Exp,c4 
,I = 0 
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(<\I/,, 4) = SW $,(t) 4(t) dt). Here h,,(o) =f(o, $,), IZ E %, and for some 
r=r cu 

,,% lb,(w)1 (ev, LeZr < a (see C4, 51) 

(9, is the conjugate function for @,). 
From the definition of an rlf it follows that the functions OH h,(w), 

n E !R, are measurable. Now, by using the fact that 

(Exp d)’ = lim (Exp J$, P)’ (see C2, p. 3311, 
P’” 

in the same way as in Theorem 2 one can prove: 

THEOREM 3. If f is an rlf on R x Exp d, then for every E > 0 there exists 
B E 2l with p(B) > 1 - E and there exist k = k, such that for every w E B and 
every q4 E Exp d 

and 

Moreover, for every u E B the series in (5) converges to f(o, .) in the sense of 
strong topology in (Exp &‘)‘. 

5. APPLICATION 

Let f(.,.)=(C,“=ob,(.)ll/,,.) be an rlf on QxExpd, and P be a 
polynomial such that the following condition holds: 

If for some o E Q and n E ‘%, b,(o) # 0, then P(E.,) # 0. 

Then the stochastic differential equation 

P(B) 4034) =f(w, d), MEL’, C$EEX~JZZ, (6) 
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where P(9) u(w, 4) = ~(0, P(9) b), o E Q, 4 E Exp d, has the solution 

(if for some o, b,(w) =0 and P(&) =0 we put b,(o)/P(L,) = 0). The 
solution u is an rlf for which Theorem 3 implies 

For every E > 0 there exists BE ‘% and k = k, such that 
p(B) 3 1 -E and Clu,(w)12 (exp, x,,) - 2k < co, where U,(O) = (*) 
b,,/P(A,), n E So, co E B. 

If we denote by Et the differential operator of infinite order 

m k”g’” 
E:= (@)k=ekd= 1 j 

m = 0 m! 

and by 

E,” = exp k(exp . . . exp ~8) 
P 

then by the same arguments we can discuss and solve the stochastic 
differential equation of infinite order 

P,(&f’)u+P,(E,)u+ ... +P,(E,~)u=Hu=f: 

More precisely this equation is of the form 

fww, 0) = u(QA ffd) =f(QA 41, UEQ, ~$~Expd, 

where f is a given rlf from (Exp &)’ and PO, . . . . P,s are arbitrary 
polynomials (see [4] ). 

Now we shall consider the stochastic differential equation 

ww t, 4) 
at = P(W) u(Q4 4 41, UEQ, te [0, co), d~Exp&‘, 

(7) 
4w4)=f(wd), UER, #~Exp.&, 

where f is given rlf on L2 x Exp d. 
Assume that ~(0, ., c$) is a smooth function on [O, co) for every w  ELI, 

d~Exp&‘, and that for any ~EQ, TV [0, co) and #~Exp&‘: 
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By using the results from [4] we obtain that 

(0, t, 4) H 4~ t, 4) = 
c 

2 (exp(WJ 1)) b,(o) $n3 4 J 
II=0 

b,(o) =f(w 3nh nECJZo, wEf2, 

is a solution of (7). For coefficients u,(w, t) = (exp(P(A,) t) h,(o), n E ‘iTlo, 
condition (*) holds if t belongs to a bounded set in [0, cc) (and B and k 
now depend on this bounded set). 

In the same way we can discuss and solve the infinite order stochastic 
differential equation of the form 

d”?jt’, @= (PO(%) + P,(E,) + .’ + P,(E,)) u(0, t, f$), 

COEQ, tE [0, co), d~Expd, (7)’ 

u(w, O,d) =f(o 91, wea, $~Exp& 

(with notations given above), where f is a given rlf on Q x Exp JZZ. 
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